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We study a one-dimensional interacting electronic liquid coupled to a 1D array of classical magnetic
moments and to a superconductor. We show that at low energy and temperature the magnetic moments and
the electrons become strongly entangled and that a magnetic spiral structure emerges. For strong enough
coupling between the electrons and magnetic moments, the 1D electronic liquid is driven into a
topological superconducting phase supporting Majorana fermions without any fine-tuning of external
parameters. Our analysis applies at low enough temperature to a quantum wire in proximity to a
superconductor when the hyperfine interaction between electrons and nuclear spins is taken into account,
or to a chain of magnetic adatoms adsorbed on a superconducting surface.
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Introduction.—The interaction between localized mag-
netic moments and delocalized electrons contains the
essential physics of many modern condensed matter sys-
tems. It is on the basis of nuclear magnets [1], heavy
fermion materials of the Kondo-lattice type [2], or ferro-
magnetic semiconductors [3–6]. It often leads to new
intricate physics and rich phases diagrams, even if the
magnetic moments behave classically. Electron systems
interacting with nuclear spins through the hyperfine inter-
action or magnetic adatoms with large magnetic moments
arranged in some array on a metallic surface enter into this
class.
In 1D, the interactions between the nuclear spins and
electrons lead to dramatic effects: below a crossover tem-
perature T, a new exotic phase of matter in which the
nuclear magnets are strongly tied to the electrons naturally
emerges [7,8]. In this phase, the nuclear spins form a
helical magnetic structure caused by the effective
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction [9]
mediated by the electron system. The feedback of this
nuclear Overhauser field on the electron system entirely
restructures the electronic states in that it opens a gap in
one half of the elementary low-energy modes. The remain-
ing electronic degrees of freedom remain gapless and form
a quasihelical Luttinger liquid with strong analogies [10]
with the edge states of the 2D quantum spin Hall effect
[11,12]. Because of the mutual feedback, this order of
strongly coupled electrons and nuclear spins is stable
below a temperature T, and electron-electron interactions
substantially enhance the stability [8]. Recent transport
measurements in cleaved edge overgrowth GaAs quantum
wires found a reduction of the conductance by a factor
of 2 below T < 100 mK independently of the density or
applied magnetic field, consistent with this theory [13].
We stress that the mechanism behind this emergent
helical structure is general, the essential ingredient being
the RKKY interaction. Therefore, the same mechanism
can apply if the nuclear spins are replaced by classical
magnetic moments forming a 1D lattice (not necessarily a
regular one), such as magnetic adatoms on top of a metallic
surface [14].
When a finite-sized helical liquid is put in proximity of
an s-wave superconductor, Majorana states can emerge at
both ends [15] (see Fig. 1). This is the case for a quantum
wire in the presence of spin-orbit coupling and a Zeeman
term [16,17] where some possible signatures of Majorana
fermion physics have been recently reported experimen-
tally [18–20]. The helical liquid, up to a gauge transforma-
tion [21], can also be obtained by coupling electrons to a
spiral magnetic field (like the intrinsic nuclear Overhauser
field [8]), or by manufacturing an external rotating mag-
netic field [22]. They can appear in rare-earth compounds
exhibiting coexisting helical magnetism and superconduc-
tivity [23], or emerge by arranging magnetic adatoms in 1D
arrays on the surface of a superconductor [24,25].
Since induced or intrinsic superconductivity entirely
restructures the electron system, it is not a priori obvious
FIG. 1 (color online). A conductor with large magnetic mo-
ments placed on top of a superconductor. Topological super-
conductivity, Majorana bound states, and a spiral order of the
magnetic moments emerge from a self-organization of the
coupled systems of electrons and magnetic moments.
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whether the helical entangled states remain stable. In this
work we provide such an investigation, carefully also
taking into account electron-electron interactions and dis-
order. The underlying physics is the following: The RKKY
interaction between the local moments has a strong 2kF
component (with kF the Fermi wave vector), such that the
local moments tend to be opposite at length F=4, with
F ¼ 2=kF. The RKKYenergy can thus be minimized if
the local moments form a spiral [7,8]. This spiral acts back
on the electron as the effective spiral Zeeman field
required, together with the induced superconductivity, to
drive the system into the topological superconductivity
phase. Yet the opening of the superconducting gap as
well as renormalizations by interactions and disorder again
modify the RKKY interaction. Taking this self-consistently
into account, however, we demonstrate that a self-
stabilizing topological phase supporting Majorana bound
states naturally emerges. We emphasize that this topologi-
cal phase requires no fine-tuning. It is an intrinsic effect
and constitutes the thermodynamic ground state of the
system.
Model Hamiltonian.—We consider a 1D conduction
electron liquid in the proximity of an s-wave superconduc-
tor. The 1D electrons are further coupled to an array of
magnetic moments. Such a generic system is of the 1D
Kondo-lattice type and described by the Hamiltonian
H ¼ Hel þ
X
xi
A0Sxi  Ixi : (1)
The first term, Hel, describes the electron system in the
induced or intrinsic superconducting state and also
includes electron-electron interactions. The second term
describes the coupling between the electron spins Sxi and
the magnetic moments Ixi , weighted by a coupling con-
stant A0. The positions of the magnetic moments xi lie on a
1D chain. We assume that the distances between neighbor-
ing moments fulfill jxiþ1  xij  F. Yet it is not required
that the xi lie on a regular 1D lattice. The operators Sxi are a
tight binding representation of the electron spin operator in
a region of dimension x F centered about xi. The
quantities Ixi are either very large spins I or composites of
a large number N? of individual magnetic moments I
locked to a parallel configuration in some small volume
at xi (such as nuclear spins in the transverse section
of a quantum wire [8]). The former case is treated with
N? ¼ 1. We assume that Ixi is normalized with respect to
N? such that A0 represents the interaction constant
between an electron and one of theN? individual moments
I of Ixi . It has been shown numerically in [25] and further
justified in [26] that this simple model captures qualita-
tively the behavior of a regular array of magnetic adatoms
adsorbed on a superconducting surface (see also [27] for
the 2D case).
The magnetic coupling A0 also provides an effective
RKKY [9] interaction and dynamics for the magnetic
moments. This interaction is carried over the response of
the electron system to magnetic perturbations and consists
in an almost instantaneous long-ranged Heisenberg inter-
action between the magnetic moments Jðxi  xjÞ ¼
A20a
2
Iðxi  xjÞ=2, where ðxÞ is the electron spin suscep-
tibility and aI the lattice spacing between the moments I.
Note that generally J can be anisotropic.
To analyze the Hamiltonian (1), we resort to a Born-
Oppenheimer decoupling as in [8] which relies on the fact
that the magnetic moments have a much slower dynamics
than the electrons. Since the large moments Ixi allow a
(quasi)classical description, the terms A0Ixi act like a local
quasistatic Zeeman field BeffðxiÞ ¼ A0hIxii on the electron
spins Sxi . The resulting effective theory is, therefore,
expressed by the pair of Hamiltonians [7,8,28]
Heffel ¼ Hel þ
X
xi
BeffðxiÞ  Sxi ; (2)
Heffm ¼
X
xi;xj
Jðxi  xjÞIxi  Ixj : (3)
While Heffel acts only on electrons and H
eff
m only on the
magnetic moments, we stress that both Hamiltonians are
strongly coupled since Beff depends on the state of the
magnetic moment system and J on the electron state. A
characterization of the physics described by Eqs. (2) and
(3) must rely on a fully self-consistent approach, similar to
the treatment of Refs. [7,8,28].
Susceptibility in the noninteracting case.—Without
superconductivity, the magnetic moments order in a spiral
at low temperature due to the self-organization of the
coupled systems [7,8], leading to an effective spiral field
of amplitude Beff ¼ A0I and spatial period F=2 ¼ =kF.
Since the spiral field rotates in a plane defining, for
instance, the spin (x, y) plane, the RKKY interaction is
governed by the transverse spin susceptibility, defined
as [8] ?ðqÞ ¼ iR10 dtR dxeiqxh½Sþðx; tÞ; Sð0; 0Þi, for
momenta q with Sþ ¼ c y" c #, S ¼ Syþ, and c ¼"=#ðxÞ
destroying an electron of spin  at position x (@ ¼ 1
throughout the Letter).
We first neglect electron interactions. Without super-
conductivity, Hel is then equivalent, by a gauge transfor-
mation [21], to a one-channel conducting wire with
spin-orbit interaction in a magnetic field. The resulting
band structure consists of two spin-mixing bands  ¼ 
with dispersions Ek ¼ k þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
B2eff þ v2Fk2
q
, where k is
the single-particle dispersion and vF the Fermi velocity. At
k ¼ 0 both bands are separated by a gap of amplitude
2Beff , such that when the Fermi level lies within this gap,
only band  ¼  remains conducting and forms a quasi-
helical conductor with roughly opposite spins at opposite
Fermi points kF (when undoing the gauge transformation
kF  kF). In the presence of superconductivity, the prox-
imity induced gapS is expanded in the  ¼  eigenbasis
and results in two triplet pairing terms within the ‘‘þ’’ and
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‘‘’’ bands,  ¼ þþ ¼ , and a singlet term þ
that mixes both bands. A similar expansion holds for the
transverse electronic susceptibility, which we write as
?ðqÞ ¼ ?ðqÞ þ ?þþqÞ þ ?þðqÞ. Since both bands
are separated by a gap, ?ðqÞ is dominated by the gapless
‘‘’’ band such that ?ðqÞ  ?ðqÞ. The analytical form
of ?ðqÞ is derived in the Supplemental Material [29]. It
has a deep minimum of the normal state susceptibility
at q ¼ 2kF (see Fig. 2). For   vFkF, we find (see
Supplemental Material [29]) that it is well described by
?ðqÞ  12vF

ln

2vFkF


 1

arctanhðÞ

; (4)
with  ¼ vFðq 2kFÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
42 þ v2Fðq 2kFÞ2
q
. Since
?ðqÞ maintains the deep minimum at 2kF characteristic
of the normal state, this confirms on a mean-field level the
consistency of the assumption of the spiral effective field,
while stability under fluctuations will be considered below.
We also note that the minimum can only be approximated
by a Lorentzian of half-width  for vFjk 2kFj  .
Susceptibility in the interacting case.—In 1D conduc-
tors, electron-electron interactions are often detrimental.
To include them, we first linearize the spectrum in the
absence of both the proximity induced gap and the spiral
magnetic field. Our treatment is therefore valid only at low
energy. We then use the standard approach of bosonizing
the low-energy electronic Hamiltonian [30] and incorpo-
rate the pairing term and the spiral magnetic field in the
bosonized Hamiltonian. The resulting low-energy model
becomes Hel ¼ H0c þH0s þHB þHP, with
H0	¼c;s ¼
Z dx
2

v	
K	
½r
	ðrÞ2 þ v	K	½r	ðrÞ2

; (5)
HB ¼
Z dx
2a
Beff cos½
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ð
c þ sÞ; (6)
and
HP ¼
Z
dx
2
a
fsin½ ﬃﬃﬃ2p ðc þ
sÞ þ sin½ ﬃﬃﬃ2p ðc 
sÞg:
(7)
In Eq. (5), Kc;s are the Luttinger liquid parameters for
the charge and spin density fluctuations, vc;s is the charge
and spin density wave velocities, and a aI is a short
distance cutoff. The noninteracting case is described by
Kc ¼ Ks ¼ 1 and vc ¼ vs ¼ vF. Repulsive electron-
electron interactions lead to 0<Kc < 1. If the spin SU
(2) symmetry is preserved, Ks ¼ 1, otherwise Ks > 1.
Strictly speaking, this symmetry is broken here by
Beff , yet only weakly such that Ks  1 [31,32]. The
cos
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ð
c þ sÞ term has a scaling dimension ðKc þ
K1s Þ=2, and the cos
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðc 
sÞ terms the scaling dimen-
sion ðK1c þ KsÞ=2. In the noninteracting case both scaling
dimensions are equal to 1 indicating the absence of any
renormalization. For 1=3<Kc < 1 and Ks ¼ 1, both the
pairing term and effective magnetic field terms are rele-
vant; however, Beff dominates.
To make progress, we assume that Beff 	  (for strong
repulsive interactions, one can relax this condition). This
ensures that conduction modes unaffected by the opening
of the Beff gap are helical, and that the induced super-
conductivity in this helical conductor is topological
[16,17,33]. We proceed in a two-step renormalization
group (RG) analysis. The coupling Beff reaches the strong
coupling first, which opens a gap in the spectrum by
pinning the field 
c þ s to a constant [8]. This physics
is best accessed by introducing the fields (
þ, þ,
, )
related to the original fields by a unitary transform (see
Supplemental Material [29]), with the fields correspond-
ing to the previous  bands of the noninteracting case. In
this new basis, the effective Zeeman term gives a simple
dominant sine-Gordon term Beff cosð2
þÞ. Hence, the
gap opens only in the ‘‘þ’’ sector, and from the strong
coupling limit we can estimate it to be Beff  ðvF=aÞ

ðaBeff=vFÞ2=ð4KcK1s Þ, coinciding with Beff in the non-
interacting limit and increasing as a power law otherwise.
After projecting out the gapped sector, the remaining
Hamiltonian takes the simpler form
H ¼ H0 þ
Z
dx
2
aB
0 sinð2Þ; (8)
where H0 is given by Eq. (5) with K	 ¼ K ¼ 2Kc=ð1þ
KcKsÞ, v ¼ vcK1s þ vsKc. Note that the effective band-
width in this resulting ‘‘’’ sector is now determined by
Beff such that aB  vþ=Beff replaces the UV cutoff a.
The pairing term  is now replaced by the renormalized
value 0 & . The Hamiltonian (8) is just the bosonized
version of a spinless electronic chain in the proximity of a
superconductor. which can be studied by our second step
RG procedure. As shown in Ref. [33], strong electron
interactions further renormalize the value of 0, usually
to   0. However, by noticing that K also grows
under the RG, we can refermionize the system at a length
scale ~l defined by Kð~lÞ ¼ 1 [33]. The refermionized
Hamiltonian is just a noninteracting 1D triplet supercon-
ductor with a renormalized pairing gap . The
FIG. 2 (color online). Transverse susceptibility ðqÞ for
the noninteracting quasihelical conductor with induced
superconductivity.
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susceptibility is, therefore, given by Eq. (4) with the
replacements  by    and vF by v. Repulsive
electron interactions therefore increase Beff while
decreasing .
Stability analysis.—In the previous analysis, we have
found that the RKKY interaction remains strongly peaked
at q ¼ 2kF in the presence of the superconductivity, such
that the magnetic moments tend to form the spiral order.
Through the opening of the gap in the electron system by
this self-organization, this 2kF (F=2) spiral is strongly
favored energetically. To investigate its stability, we per-
form a magnon analysis of Heffm similar to Ref. [8], analyz-
ing the low-energy fluctuations of the moments Ixi . If the
Ixi are regularly spaced and composed by N? individual
moments of size I that are ferromagnetically locked to
each other, the magnetizationm per site (normalized to 0
m1) reads [8] m¼1ð1=INN?Þ
P
qð1=ðe!q=kBT1ÞÞ,
with T the temperature, kB the Boltzmann constant, N
the number of sites of the chain, and the magnon dispersion
!q ¼ 2IðJqþ2kF  J2kF Þ=N?, with Jq ¼ A20aIðqÞ. The
order is stable as long as m  1, and we denote the cross-
over temperature at which the order disappears by T. For
an infinite chain, T ¼ 0 and order cannot be stable. For
finite systems of length L ¼ NaI, this lowest mode is cut
off, leading to T > 0. Contrarily to the normal state case
[8], the RKKY interaction Jq is determined by 
 but not
by T (provided that kBT  ). Hence, Jq remains invari-
ant under temperature changes, and T becomes a function
of the remaining scales characterizing !q, notably the
cutoff scale !2=L  2Ið2=LÞ2dJqþ2kF=dðq2Þjq¼0, and
the mean-field scale !1 ¼ 2IjJ2kF j=N?.
At very short system sizes such that only very few q
values fall into the dip of the RKKY interaction, we have
!q  !1 for almost all terms in the q summation, and we
obtain m  1 ½e!1=kBT  11=IN?, which leads to a
vanishing m at temperatures exceeding
kBT
 ¼ 2I2jJ2kF j ¼ A20I2aI½lnð2vkF=Þ  1=v:
(9)
Quite remarkably, this result remains accurate up to large
system lengths in which the approximation!q  !1 is no
longer valid for most q. Indeed, let us consider the L! 1
limit, in which the sum to calculate m is dominated by
the q ¼ 2=L term,m  1 ½e!2=LT  11=INN?. The
associated temperature scale is kBT2=L ¼ IN!2=L 
1=L. The length effects become influential only when
T  T2=L, i.e., at the length L  2v2=f3aIðÞ2

½lnð2vkF=Þ  1g  ðÞ2=aI. For systems with L >
L, the crossover temperature lies between T and T2=L,
and decays with L not faster than T2=L  1=L. However,
since usually =aI 	 1, T remains L independent far
into the regime L	  required for obtaining isolated
Majorana bound states. We notice that the unrenormalized
IA0 in Eq. (9) must not be confused with the renormalized
Beff 	 IA0 seen by the electrons. The topological
phase requires Beff > 
, yet within this situation both
IA0 	  and IA0   are possible.
Disorder.—We have assumed so far that the system is
free of disorder. Since the RKKY magnetic interaction
between the magnetic moments is mainly dominated by
J2kF , this remains the case even if the magnetic adatoms do
not form a regular array. More problematic is the disorder
in the electronic part. Semiconducting wires made out of
GaAs or InAs are not free of disorder. A chain of adatoms
on the surface also naturally introduces potential scattering
terms. We introduce some quenched disorder Hdis ¼R
dxVðxÞðxÞ in Hel, where ðxÞ is the electron density
and VðxÞ encodes Gaussian disorder characterized by
hVðxÞVðyÞi ¼ Dðx yÞ, with D the disorder strength.
Technically, disorder introduces extra terms proportional
to cos
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ð
c 
sÞ in the bosonized Hamiltonian [30].
After disorder averaging, disorder terms generally compete
with Beff and . As before, we assume again Beff to be
larger than . By comparing the scaling dimensions of
the disorder and spiral magnetic field terms [34], one finds
that when ðDa=4v2Þ> ð2a=vÞ with  ¼ ð3 Kc 
KsÞ=ð2 ðKc þ K1s Þ=2Þ (we assumed v ¼ vc ¼ vs
here), disorder dominates and ultimately leads to localiza-
tion. However, when Beff is the largest energy scale, we can
project the disorder term into the ‘‘’’ helical state which
renders the disorder term, being nonmagnetic, inoperant at
lowest order in D [35,36]. When all scales are of the same
order, this is a difficult problem which goes beyond the
scope of the present analysis. Therefore, the disorder en-
ergy scale must be at least smaller than the effective
Zeeman field to observe the effect.
Application.—Let us first consider semiconducting
GaAs or InAs wires. We take L 15 m, vF ¼
2
 105 ms1, and kF ¼ 108 m1, and a proximity in-
duced gap S  0:2 meV [18]. The hyperfine coupling
for GaAs is A0 ¼ 90 eV and I ¼ 3=2. For Kc ¼ 1, we
obtain Beff  0:2 meV and T & 1 mK, too small to be
observed. More interesting is InAs, which has I ¼ 9=2 and
A0  110 eV [37]. ForKc ¼ 0:8, we obtain T  40 mK
and Beff  0:5>   0:1 meV (which guaranties a topo-
logical SC phase), while for Kc ¼ 0:6,   200 mK and
T  70 mK, which is within experimental reach. For Co
atoms on a Nb surface [25], we take I ¼ 5=2, aI  3 A,
EF ¼ vFkF=2 10 meV, and S  1 meV. For Kc ¼ 1,
assuming a topological phase, i.e., Beff  IA0 > S, we
find that T >S=kB. Therefore, a local magnetic cou-
pling A0 on the order of 0.5 meV, which is actually in the
right range for magnetic exchange interactions [14], pushes
the system in the topological phase.
Conclusion.—We have shown that in 1D a strong
entanglement between magnetic moments and the elec-
trons leads naturally at low temperature to a magnetic
spiral structure. Combined with a proximity induced
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superconducting gap, this structure can drive the system
into a topological superconducting phase supporting
Majorana fermions. A fine-tuning of external parameters
is not required. This scenario applies to semiconducting
wires with nuclear spins or to a chain of magnetic adatoms
on top of a superconductor surface. We also demonstrated
that moderate electron interactions help stabilize the topo-
logical phase.
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Note added.—Recently, we became aware of
Refs. [38,39] which has overlaps with the present work
in the noninteracting limit.
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